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Top Down mass spectrometry (MS) has emerged as an alternative to common Bottom Up

strategies for protein analysis. In the Top Down approach, intact proteins are fragmented directly

in the mass spectrometer to achieve both protein identification and characterization, even

capturing information on combinatorial post-translational modifications. Just in the past two

years, Top Down MS has seen incremental advances in instrumentation and dedicated software,

and has also experienced a major boost from refined separations of whole proteins in complex

mixtures that have both high recovery and reproducibility. Combined with steadily advancing

commercial MS instrumentation and data processing, a high-throughput workflow covering intact

proteins and polypeptides up to 70 kDa is directly visible in the near future.

Introduction

Top Down mass spectrometry differs from the more traditional

Bottom Up strategy of protein analysis by starting with intact

mass measurement (Fig. 1). If one is interested in just detection

of a protein’s presence—or its simple identification from a

database—then Bottom Up tends to be easier, with a wide

variety of well-honed tools resulting from the lion’s share of

efforts from vendors and academic laboratories. However, if one

is interested in characterization of an entire protein’s primary

structure (including amino acid sequence and modifications), a

targeted strategy using Top Down is more efficient in many

cases. Today, the hardware and software combinations are more

available than ever to acquire Top Down data. Top Down

proteomics—where hundreds of intact proteins are fragmented

directly in a mass spectrometer (no protease)—is becoming more

feasible every year. Prior to 2007 only a handful of Top Down

studies reported greater than 25 protein identifications; however,

in recent years a dozen or so studies have been reported, some

observing a few hundreds or even thousands of proteins.1–5

Currently, many labs are using aspects of Top DownMS for

measurement of endogenous proteins like histones and biomarkers

under 30 kDa or analysis of protein-based therapeutics under-

going the process of drug development.6,7 For example,

Amgen and Amylin have used Top Down for characterization

of recombinant antibodies and endogenous secretory peptides,

respectively.8–10 In a targeted mode (Fig. 1B), Top Down analysis

of single proteins containing multiple post-translational

modifications (PTMs) has shown clear advantages. Top Down

concepts are taking hold for efficient characterization of

protein pharmacophores where routine characterization of

deamidations, synthetic modifications on Cys or Lys residues,

and simple glycosylation patterns are prevalent.11,12As generic

protein-based drugs emerge and drop in cost, the character-

ization of large molecules with the analytical rigor now routine

for small molecules could be a stronghold for Top Down

concepts and ultimately replace the concept of ‘‘biosimilarity’’

as the de facto metric of product quality and safety.13

With such expanding efforts to produce high quality bio-

pharmaceuticals, formulators and process engineers often

change conditions or production hosts from prokaryotic to

higher organisms such as yeast, plant, insect or mammalian

cells that harbor the machinery for complex splice forms and

PTMs. So, due to the benefits of Top DownMS, we envision a

steady shift from classical peptide mapping via Bottom UpMS

to the use of 20–100 kDa peptides and intact proteins for

precise isoform and PTM analysis of such biopharmaceuticals

with B100% sequence coverage. Currently, measurements of

intact antibodies are a key part of a new characterization

workflow incorporating elements of both Top Down and

Bottom Up.14 While it is unclear if direct MS/MS of intact

antibodies will replace the approach of using PGNaseF and

protein digestion, direct MS/MS analysis of heavy and light

chains is currently feasible.10

One example of the deep insight provided by Top Down is in

the area of histone biology.15 Beyond such boutique

applications that tend to be low-throughput, we introduced a

high-throughput version of Top Down that could soon become

a reasonable option for many labs wanting to identify and

characterize hundreds of proteins per day.3 For a systems

approach, Top Down analysis can facilitate understanding of

protein-level complexity by dissecting isoform relative abundances

and profiling endogenous arrays of PTMs without use of isotopic

labeling for quantification.6,16 Such measurements in Top Down

are possible with LC-MS/MS because multiple protein forms can

elute simultaneously allowing precursor and fragment ion relative

ratios to be measured. With these motivations, we outline here

some very recent developments for processing intact proteins in
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ways amenable for large scale work. Selected options for each of

the three pillars of proteome analysis are highlighted here to give

the reader a sense for the most recent developments in this

growing sub-field of protein analysis.

Separation science for intact proteins

Given the enormous complexity of proteomic mixtures ranging

from sub-organellar complexes to whole-cell proteomes, MS

alone is not sufficient in adequately characterizing a proteome.

Effective separations are critical for decreasing sample

complexity and increasing the dynamic range of detection.

While some front end separations for MS-based proteomics

are performed at the intact protein level, the eventual method

of analysis—Top Down or Bottom Up—plays a key role in

determining what front end separations are to be used. For

example, the most dominant separation platform for intact

proteins is two-dimensional polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis

(2D-PAGE) due to its unrivalled peak capacity; however,

extraction of intact proteins from gels results in low recovery.

Bottom Up proteomics after 2D-PAGE is possible, thanks to

enzymes (such as trypsin) which literally cut proteins from the

solid phase. Agilent’s OFFGEL isoelectric focusing system is

capable of separating intact proteins, but is most commonly

used for peptide separations due to the relatively low sample

recovery of intact proteins from the device.17–19 Therefore,

intact protein separations prior to Top Down MS are

generally conducted in a fashion that produces fractionated

proteins in solution. Separations are based on a wide range of

protein-intrinsic parameters, which include charge, size, and

hydrophobicity.

Solution-phase separations based on protein charge have

historically been dominated by ion exchange chromatography

partly because of widespread familiarity and relatively high

loading capacity. While popular, this method does not yield

high resolution separation nor does it separate proteins

predictably according to isoelectric point. Despite this,

combining ion exchange chromatography with reversed-phase

liquid chromatography and Top Down mass spectrometry, we

have shown that 133 protein forms could be identified from

human white blood cells.20 Alternatively, chromatofocusing

(a derivative of ion exchange chromatography) and solution

isoelectric focusing, which both utilize pH gradients, are capable

of separating proteins with high isoelectric point correlation and

are promising as alternatives to salt gradient ion exchange

chromatography for Top Down proteomic separations.21

A custom-designed solution isoelectric focusing (sIEF)

device featuring effective focusing for protein separation

shows promise for Top Down.22 In contrast to other devices

based on carrier ampholytes such as the Rotofor or Free

Flow Electrophoresis, this method enables near-quantitative

recovery of precipitated proteins in addition to rapid focusing.

The eight fractions from sIEF have recently been coupled to a

multiplex tube gel electrophoresis separation device termed

gel-eluted liquid fraction entrapment electrophoresis (GELFrEE),

which is in our view the most promising new development

for robust Top Down. GELFrEE shows highly predictable

molecular weight separations at high resolution and with

>90% recovery.23,24

The impact of coupling sIEF to the GELFrEE device

creates a highly orthogonal separation, with proteins available

in the solution phase at high yield. Akin to 2D gels, this

separation combines IEF with the ability to separate proteins

according to molecular weight. Using GELFrEE alone, Tran

and Doucette were able to achieve rapid partitioning of a

proteome into about 20 well-resolved, discrete mass range

Fig. 1 Schematic of the Bottom Up and Top Down approaches to protein identification. In the Bottom Up approach (A), enzymatic digestion is

utilized to cleave intact proteins into peptides. Peptides are analyzed through tandem mass spectrometry, and protein identification can occur

through identifying peptides matched in silico to a protein database by a search algorithm. Although low sequence coverages are typical, very high

proteome coverages are common. Alternatively, in the Top Down approach (B), intact proteins are directly analyzed in the mass spectrometer

(no enzymatic digestion). The resulting precursor and fragment masses are then matched to candidate sequences from a protein database. This

enables the potential for full localization and characterization of post-translational modifications.
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fractions of complex proteomic mixtures in as fast as one hour,

over mass ranges from below 10 kDa to 250 kDa. A recent

advancement in Top Down has been the connection

of this size-based separation approach with micro-capillary

reversed-phase liquid chromatography coupled to tandem

mass spectrometry (mRPLC-MS/MS), demonstrating high-

throughput analysis of intact proteins. This new workflow is

highlighted in Fig. 2. This GELFrEE-LC-MS/MS platform

routinely identifies 20–60 proteins in a one-hour LC-MS/MS

run.3,25 Example data are shown in Fig. 3 using B100–200 mg
sample amounts. Also, direct LC-MS analysis of protein

standards (ranging from 8 to 45 kDa) shows clear detection

of amounts as low as 0.3 pmol.25

The GELFrEE device also can be applied to Bottom Up

proteomics, peptide analysis, and large protein purification. A

recent GELFrEE manuscript described in detail a method to

separate intact proteins and then digest proteins in each

fraction after separation.24 Many endogenous peptides are of

interest for biomarker characterization, such as highly processed

neuropeptides and protein hormones in complex biological

fluids.9,26,27 We predict that the GELFrEE-mRPLC-MS/MS

approach will find wide application in these areas. For >50 kDa

proteins, shifting from typical pore sizes (15% T) to gels with

high pore sizes (B5% T) affords fast elution of proteins as a

means of purification. Such large proteins can then be detected

by Western blotting and subjected to Top Down and/or

Bottom Up MS.

Mass spectrometry hardware for Top Down

proteomics

There are four basic components for a typical mass spectro-

meter: sample inlet, ion source, mass analyzer, and detector.

Usually, the mass analyzer defines the instrument type. Ion

Trap, Time-of-Flight (TOF), Orbitrap, and Fourier Transform

Ion Cyclotron Resonance (FTICR) mass analyzers are

commonly used in Top Down MS, and these mass analyzers

vary in one or more fundamental performance metrics

(Table 1).

Ion traps are commonly used for Bottom Up proteomic

analyses, but have been used for Top Down as well.28,29 High

sensitivity afforded by ion traps means that a large number of

protein fragment ions can be detected, but the instruments

have lower mass accuracy and unit resolution. For Top Down

use, an ion trap as a sole mass analyzer is becoming more

feasible.30 However, the low mass accuracy of the instrument

results in lower confidence identifications than identifications

from instruments with high mass accuracy.28 The true utility

for ion traps in Top Down proteomics lies in a number of

hybrid instruments (LTQ-Orbitrap, LTQ-FT).

Recently, a TOF analyzer has been used for Top Down

analysis of intact proteins between 10 and 30 kDa.31 Deterding

and co-workers showed that a Top Down strategy using a

q-TOF was complementary to Top Down FTICR MS and

BottomUp for characterizing oxidatively-damaged myoglobin.32

Also a hybrid quadrupole-TOF MS capable of unit resolution

of fragment ions was used for Top Down MS/MS on proteins

approaching 50 kDa.8

FTICR and Orbitrap mass analyzers both rely on Fourier

transformation of image currents recorded at the detector.

FTICR is based on excitation of ions under the influence of a

high magnetic field,33 and the Orbitrap analyzer uses electro-

static trapping between a cylindrical center and outer barrel-like

electrode.34 Much of the early Top Down work was achieved

using FTICR MS and associated tightly with formalization of

the Top Down strategy of protein characterization in 1999.35

Fig. 2 Example work flow for Top Down proteomics. Total protein content from HeLa-S3 nuclei or cytosol is quantified and loaded onto a

GELFrEE column. The GELFrEE device separates the protein samples according to molecular weight. Proteins of increasing molecular weight

elute into solution-phase fractions, which can be visualized on a slab gel (top right). The solution-phase fractions are cleaned up to remove SDS

before injection onto a mRPLC column for MS/MS. LC-MS/MS files are processed with ProSightPC 2.0, a software suite tailored for Top Down

analysis in a high-throughput setting.
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Meng et al. demonstrated large scale Top Down protein

identifications from Saccharomyces cerevisiae,36 and Pesavento

et al. observed histone H4 modification during the cell cycle

using only Top Down.37 These are just a few examples of the

success of Top Down using custom instrumentation; however,

if Top Down is to appeal to a wide range of researchers as a

mainstream method for proteomics, commercial instrumentation

is necessary. Recently, high-throughput Top Down proteomics

has been demonstrated for the low molecular weight proteome.3

This was achieved using specially-built Thermo LTQ-FTICR

instruments. Also, a hybrid Top Down/Bottom Up approach

has shown promise using a Bruker q-FTICR MS.38 Thermo

extended the LTQ-FTICR hybridization concept to the recently-

released Orbitrap,39 creating the LTQ-Orbitrap. Top Down

was first achieved on this instrument by Macek and co-workers

in 2006,40 and many Top Down studies have followed including

SILAC quantitation, lipidomics, and antibody analysis.10,41,42

We believe the use of ion traps, TOFs, and (benchtop) Orbitraps,

along with the classic FTICR MS approach, will all have

major roles to play in writing the next chapter of Top Down

(Fig. 2, lower right).

Methods of ion fragmentation

Collision-induced dissociation (CID) is often implemented in

lower resolution ion traps or quadrupoles with fragmentation

products able to be analyzed at high resolution in FT mass

analyzers. Electron capture dissociation (ECD) occurs in the

superconducting magnet portion of FTICR mass analyzers

and has proven to be a robust method for extensive character-

ization of whole proteins in direct infusion analysis.43 More

recently, ETD implements an electron transfer reaction in an

ion trap, with fragmentation readout in an Orbitrap mass

analyzer (Table 1).44 Newer modes of ETD introduce the

reagents from the ion source of the mass spectrometer.45,46

Indeed, many labs are engaging in Top Down, both developing

new methods and demonstrating high throughput. Liu and

Schey recently displayed Top Down identification using CID

fragmentation on a MALDI TOF-TOF instrument.31 CID

has also proved effective for Top Down using a q-TOF.47

Incorporating front end separations, Ouvry-Patat and co-

workers have displayed utility of a free-flow electrophoresis

coupled to FTICRMS.48 New methods will enable more users

Fig. 3 Examples selected from an LC-MS/MS injection of fraction #3 from a GELFrEE run. A base-peak chromatogram is shown (A), with

charge state distributions from selected retention times shown in B. In panel C, abundant charge states (above the arrows) were targeted for

fragmentation. Fragmentation mass spectra for each protein are shown along with the corresponding identifications and E-values.

A fragmentation map (D) results from the matching fragment ions of nucleoside diphosphate kinase B found in HeLa cells. The protein is

N-terminally acetylated.
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to engage in Top Down, especially for laboratories that cannot

justify the cost of a high-field FTICR system. ETD has also

been utilized for Top Down in high-throughput mode, where

strong anion exchange prior to LC-MS/MS analysis identified

322 protein forms corresponding to 174 unique protein species

in about two days.1 The use of electron-based MS/MS

continues to mature, with hybrid MS/MS approaches (e.g.,

ECD with activation) likely to play a major role for the fine

mapping of modifications and sequence changes; however, for

high-throughput use, CID will maintain a central role in Top

Down for the next few years.

Computational proteomics for Top Down MS and

MS/MS

Bioinformatics for MS-based proteomics is expanding rapidly.

As Top Down progresses, analysis software is becoming more

readily available, a sign that researchers acknowledge the need

for tailored Top Down software. Three current Top Down

search engines areMascotTD (BigMascot), PIITA, and ProSight.

Each uses different methodologies but recognize a key element:

Top Down requires special attention in data processing that is

different from Bottom Up.

Mascot is widely used for Bottom Up analyses and has been

thoroughly described.49,50 A restriction for Top Down

analyses is the lack of Mascot support over 16 kDa, but in

the recently-released MascotTD, support is extended to

110 kDa.51 This new mode requires assignment of both

precursor and fragment masses; however, if no intact precursor

is determined, a ‘‘default’’ intact mass can be applied to permit

database searching over a very wide mass range. MascotTD is

able to identify multiple forms of a single protein, including

PTMs and sequence variants.

Another engine for Top Down data processing is known as

the Precursor Ion Independent Top-down Algorithm (PIITA).4

PIITA uses fragmentation data to identify a protein from a

predicted gene. Once a gene match is made, the intact mass is

used to map observed shifts from the gene-predicted mass. In

this model, a ‘‘relaxed’’ search has no a priori expectation of

either PTM mass or total PTMs present. PIITA has been used

to identify 154 unique proteins from Salmonella typhimurium.

The first and most flexible search engine for Top Down MS

is ProSight. There are three primary search modes that can be

used within the ProSight software suite for protein identification:

absolute mass, biomarker, and sequence tag (Fig. 4).52 Absolute

mass searches involve matching the observed mass to a

theoretical intact mass stored in a database (within a user-

specified tolerance) and then comparing observed fragment

masses to those calculated from possible forms. Biomarker

searching involves matching an observed mass to the theoretical

masses of possible subsequences in the database and then

comparing calculated fragments of those subsequences to

observed fragments. Combinations of PTMs derived from

known sites of modification are stored in the database,

enabling simultaneous identification and characterization of

intact proteins. Sequence tag searching identifies a series of

fragment ions which match amino acid additions and attempts

to match the tag to sequences in the database.

Table 1 Characteristics of mass analyzers for use in Top Down protein analysis

Mass
analyzer

Suitable for
Top Down

Spectral acquisition
time/s Resolution/Da

Mass accuracy
(ppm) Performance at 8 kDa

Available
fragmentation

Ion trap + 0.05–0.3 1000 100–200

CID

ETD

TOF

TOF-TOF
Q-TOF

++ o0.01 10 000 5–20

CID
ISD

PSD

FT

Orbitrap +++ 0.1–1 60 000 3–10
CID
ETD
HCD

FTICR +++ 0.1–1 200 000 1–3

CID
ECD

IRMPD

Abbreviations used: TOF, Time of Flight; Q, Quadrupole; FT, Fourier Transform; ICR, Ion Cyclotron Resonance; CID, Collision-Induced

Dissociation; ETD, Electron Transfer Dissociation; ISD, In-Source Decay; PSD, Post-Source Decay; HCD, High Energy Collision; IRMPD,

Infrared Multiphoton Dissociation. +, less suitable; ++, suitable; +++, very suitable.
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Proteome visualization software for Top Down

proteomics

For comparative proteomics studies, there exists a need to

‘‘visualize’’ the proteome. However, unless 2D gels are used,

an ultimate visualization solution is neither simple nor straight-

forward. For example, if more than one front end separation

is involved, the researcher must choose which is displayed.

Methods highlighted here display protein mass as a function

of some front end separation metric. The Lubman group began

displaying detected protein masses as a function of isoelectric

focusing fraction (pI) in 2002.53 They extended this methodology

to chromatofocusing in 2006 and displayed differences in

proteins detected using LC-TOF MS between estrogen-treated

and untreated premalignant, estrogen-responsive human breast

cells.54Also, Wu and co-workers implemented a hybrid Top

Down/Bottom Up strategy and plotted detected protein mass

as a function of LC retention time.55

Using our newly developed LC-MS visualization technologies

coupled to exact-mass protein identification, it is possible

to monitor differences in protein and PTM (and sequence

variant) expression between two different cell states. Mass

spectral intensity for each protein form is correlated to a

map of molecular weight as a function of LC elution time.

In Fig. 5, LC-MS visualizations for injections of GELFrEE

fraction from asynchronous and M-Phase arrested HeLa are

shown correlated to MS detection. Relative changes in a single

protein can be observed between two samples or cell states.

Detection of individual proteins builds each map for different

cell states and Top Down offers a novel impact on biological

studies with a ‘‘bird’s eye view’’ of complex PTM dynamics on

the forms of proteins present, providing insight into disparity

of protein expression between two samples.

Summary and outlook

Top Down mass spectrometry has progressed substantially in

the last few years and now provides answers for intact protein

characterization that Bottom Up cannot—particularly when

multiple mass shifts due to sequence differences and modifications

are present over a stretch of sequence >20 residues. Targeting

abundant proteins in cells, endogenous biomarkers, and

protein pharmaceuticals has shifted from possibility to reality

on plug-and-play commercial instruments.

Refined and even automated front end sample separations/

preparations will further facilitate the use of Top Down.

Varied and tailored separation schemes will almost certainly

emerge to improve the analysis of very large proteins

(approaching 100 kDa) and membrane proteins. This coupled

with instrumentation progress such as increased sensitivity,

resolution, and scan speed will gradually increase the high-

throughput molecular weight limit of Top Down. Until the

point when an entire proteome can be analyzed quickly the

lack of throughput will ultimately deter some users; however,

hybrid Top Down/Bottom Up or Middle Down (digestion of

the proteome into large peptides) strategies can fill the high

mass ‘‘void’’ and be used to obtain useful information from

the entire proteome.

In the next decade, optimized front end separations,

sophisticated yet affordable bench top instrumentation, and

Fig. 4 Schematic of the Top Down identification process. From the intact mass and fragmentation data (top), three different search algorithms

can identify and characterize the observed protein form. These algorithms function either by matching mass values from intact proteins (absolute

mass), a subset of larger sequence (biomarker), or a series of unique amino acids (sequence tag) to a database sequence. In this depiction, the power

of Top Down for identification of post-translational modifications is indicated by the phosphorylation (blue) and methylation (red) on this

hypothetical protein.
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refined data analysis/visualization will solidify Top Down as

both practical above 50 kDa and viable in a high-throughput

environment. Within a few years, Top Down will emerge as a

method of choice for those wishing to definitively interrogate

proteins at the biochemical level in the context of protein

therapeutics, targeted questions in biomedical/clinical research,

and even discovery-type systems biology. When robust Bottom

Up protein analysis became high-throughput, it was adopted

by many laboratories—no matter the level of difficulty.

Alternative strategies now must be compared in terms of

cost-effectiveness, accessibility to ‘‘non-experts’’, and ability

to produce high-value and definitive data. Using several of

these metrics, Top Down mass spectrometry can now compete

with Bottom Up in some contexts. Through achieving

implementation of Top Down on a truly proteomic scale,

more people in diverse laboratories will start to believe that a

new world of protein analysis lies on the horizon.
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